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But it wasn't the lure ofowning a feline
version of a water dog that drew the atten
tion of Carol Edquist, a breeder in
Wisconsin. Her spouse played a large role.
"My husband is Turkish, so I learned
much from him about the land and cul
ture ofTurkey," she says. "I love ani
mals and was fascinated when I
discovered the Turkish Van.
Since then I have become a
true enthusiast."

Pretty and Playful
Turkish Vans are known
for being people cats, as well
as for their intelligence.
"They are natural problem
solvers, and it's fun to watch
them think," Edquist says. The
breed also offers a level of af
fection that is somewhat
unique. According to
Edquist, "They bond with
you on a different level."
Turkish Vans offer a
broad appeal to cat fanciers
because they are both
sweet-faced and elegant.
Their coat colors are varied
and include warm red,
auburn, crean1, blue and black.
They also come in a variety of
tabby and tortoiseshell mark
ings and color combinations.
The Turkish Van is regarded as
a real athlete. It has a muscular,
broad-chested body and a short,
plumed tail. Generally considered a

larger cat, Turkish Vans lay claim to being
playful and entertaining. Breeder Erica
Tadajewski in Michigan says, "This breed
is so playful, they will wear you out. They
relish interactive games like hide-and
seek and tag. It's funny to watch the big
human trying to hide from the cat. Then
tag, you're it, and the game starts again."

The
Turkish
Van is

known ,for
its unusual
coloring.

Water, Please
Turkish Vans are frequen t1y referred
to as "the swimming cat," and this
moniker adds even more credence to the
notion that the breed is a true original.
This unusual trait might be the result of
the very hot summers in the breed's native
land. By taking a dip in Turkey's Lake Van,
these cats found a way to cool off.
Their waterproofcoats and love ofwa
tel' has stayed with them through genera
tions. Turkish Vans might no longer swim
in open lakes, but they pay homage to their
heritage by stirring their water bowls and
enjoying fishing games in the toilet.
The Turkish Van is recognized by both
the Cat Fanciers' Association and The
International Cat Association yet is still
considered a rare breed. However, the al
lure oftheir intelligence and uniqueness
is adding to its popularity.
"We have placed them in homes with oth
er cats, small and large dogs, birds, reptiles,
and other creahu'es," Tadajewski says.
The Turkish Van offers many dis
tinct and attractive characteristics
to potential cat owners. Ifyou're
looking for ajoyful and sharp
minded athletic companion,
this might be just the feline
friend for you. .....

Audrey Pavia is an
award-winningfree
lance writer specializ
ing in animal
subjects. She is a
memberofthe Cat
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Writers'
Association, and
lives in Norco,
Calif., withfour
domestic short
hairs.

